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Abstract: In recent decades, the Internet of Things (IoT) has grown rapidly, attracting the attention of scientists and 

businesspeople. In extreme conditions, autonomously scattered sensor nodes pose a high risk of failure and intrusion into 

the IoT, skewing sensor values. Abnormal data, anomalies, or outliers are sensor values that depart from norms. When 

abnormalities are factored into data analytics, the ultimate judgment is affected. Using data-driven algorithms for IoT 

outlier detection is a cutting-edge tactic in Machine Learning (ML). However, evaluating the effectiveness of 

implemented ML techniques for outlier detection in IoT, which have the minimal processing power and power sources to 

ensure data quality, raises several difficulties that have just recently begun to be addressed in the academic literature. 

This paper analyses the cutting-edge architecture, type, degree, technique, and detection mode of AI and statistical outlier 

detection strategies in IoTs. Also, each of the ways to find outliers is talked about in detail, along with ways to make 

them better. 

Keywords: Outlier, Internet of Things (IoT). 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
IoT sensor nodes are spread throughout a "sensor field" [1]. Every IoT node has access to radio channels and 

processing modules [2]. IoT nodes acquire data and transfer it to a central sink node for processing [3]. Installing an IoT 

device in any field requires three features. First, an IoT sensor node collects environmental data. Second, it must store 

preparation techniques and data. All sensor nodes must also connect to sink nodes. Every IoT node has a sensor, a CPU, 

a transmitter, and a battery. First, the ADC converts analog signals to digital ones. Second, a microprocessor or 

microcontroller and a small memory unit provide the sensor node's intelligence. Third, a short-range transceiver handles 

network data transmission and reception. The power unit powers the other units. 

 

Most IoT devices are utilized in severe settings where establishing a dependable network is challenging. IoTs 

began in the military but have now moved to environmental, architectural, catastrophe, farming, targeting, and 

manufacturing uses [4]. Recent trials aim to optimize IoT effectiveness and value in smart cities [5]. Smart decision 

making requires error-free sensor data [6]. Internal and external variables affect IoT data monitoring and collection. 

Internal factors include sensor node properties. These features include resource restrictions, memory needs, cost, battery 

life, communication capacity, and unreliable, noisy, incorrect, and missing data from sensor nodes. External 

considerations include a IoT's number of sensor nodes and susceptibility to denial-of-service, reply, and black-hole 

attacks [3]. Due to these and other internal and external causes, sensor node data in IoTs [7] is thought to be unreliable 

and aberrant. An outlier or anomaly is a sensor node measurement that doesn't fit previous values. Detecting anomalies in 

field-placed IoT sensor nodes gives relevant data [8]. Real-time health, environmental, fraud, intrusion, fire, pipe leaking, 

and target tracking applications rely on IoT outlier detection methods. Identifying outliers requires particular guidelines if 

the data's attributes are unknown. Predefined classifier-based machine learning techniques [9, 10] can discover outliers in 

datasets with regular and atypical data. Outliers that could cause a natural disaster should be watched closely [11]. 

 

Outlier detection helps us comprehend what's happening. Data must inspire new ideas. ML-based data-driven 

algorithms work well with pre-processed data, but real-time is difficult. DL [12] models using windowing approaches 
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have gained appeal as a way to mitigate ML's flaws [13]. Most data-driven algorithms [14] treat outliers as mistakes and 

don't pay attention to events, which can cause them to miss game-changing hidden information [4]. 

 

Fig. 1 depicts IoT outlier detection. Outlier detection in IoTs can be done using three broad methodologies. 

First, there's misuse/signature-based detection, which compares new attacks to previously created ones. The primary 

advantage of this technology is its ability to detect past attacks reliably and effectively with lower false promise rates. 

Nevertheless, it does not deal with conventional attacks such as DoS and reply attacks. Second, protocol state analysis 

checks known sensor node profiles for outliers. Both solutions need substantial processing and memory that IoTs don't 

have [15]. In modern academia, a data-driven strategy is highly respected. This research analyses statistical, AI, distance, 

cluster, and classification-based algorithms for finding IoT outliers. Using the best available metrics, all data-driven 

outlier identification strategies are compared. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Outlier Detection Techniques in IoT 

 

2. CONTEXT AND PRECEDING MATTERS 
2.1 Concept 

IoTs have received interest in the industrial and scientific communities because of their potential to observe and 

access a specific location, giving researchers more information [3]. Outlier detection is crucial as data analytics advances. 

Outlier detection is a major research topic due to its importance in modern appliances [16]. All allude to this issue, in 

which outlier detection in IoT [17] becomes a divided effort against the rising scale of real-world sensed data. In the 

literature, an outlier has been defined as follows: 

"A piece of evidence that doesn't seem to fit in with the rest of the facts" 

 

According to the literature on outliers, "outliers" are sites that lie in the lower local density compared to the 

density of their local neighbourhood[18]. 

 

According to a 2001 paper by [19]"outliers" are "points that do not belong to clusters of the data set or that 

clusters that are much smaller than other clusters" [14]. 

 

A spatial-temporal outlier is a site whose nonspatial attribute values differ significantly from other 

geographically and temporally referenced locations. 

 

Despite its features, a single data point cannot be termed an outlier [20]. In this scenario, system failures and 

natural disasters must be handled with care. We can't envision what an outlier looks like, but we can recognize deviations 

from the typical. An outlier is an interesting and unnecessary difference from the estimate. This strategy for discovering 

outliers is unique. We're looking for any odd connections to find out what's happening and where to focus. The anomaly 

detector should be updated as new samples are obtained. 

 

2.2 Categories of Outliers 

Outlier detection strategies are designed to find unusual data [21]. With this overview, we may identify outliers 

as global or local based on their position in relation to the remaining datasets. It's easy to discover and eliminate global 

outliers, which differ substantially from conventional outliers and encompass all available data points [22]. First-order 

internal outliers categorize a sensor node's full dataset as an outlier compared to its neighbors. Third-order or category 2 

external outliers are a sensor subtree. When you look for this, you get high-order, external outliers. Local outliers indicate 

data items that are anomalous relative to their immediate neighbors, a phenomenon known as first-order outliers. 
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Category 1 data points, often known as absolute outliers, vary greatly from the regular distribution of high or low values. 

Category 2 outliers, also known as clustered absolute outliers, routinely yield extreme values. Category 3 outliers, also 

known as random outliers, are observations that arise unexpectedly and outside the initial data threshold [23]. Local 

outlier detection approaches decrease the stress on the network by eliminating the need to contact the sink node (base 

station). It is harder to find and get rid of local outliers than global ones. 

 

2.3 Several Methods for Identifying Outliers  

Sensor nodes are usually installed in difficult environments where conventional network development is 

unfeasible. Due to situational fluctuations and limited resources, sensor nodes are prone to outliers. Outlier detection in 

IoT [24] helps ensure data quality and trustworthiness. Figure 2 shows the abnormal data origins. 

i. Noise or Error: Outliers can be caused by noise or error, which signals incorrect data from malfunctioning 

nodes [25]. Incorrect information encourages us to infer unreasonable deviations from the norm in other data. 

Environmental, roughness, and difficulty differences cause most background noise and deployment problems. 

IoT [26] s have communication, software, battery, hardware, topological, and base station failures [16]. Faulty 

sensors, processors, GPS receivers, power supplies, and memory caused hardware failures. Sensor software 

bugs cause software failures. Transceiver problems cause communication failures. Identifying malfunctioning 

sensor nodes in IoT [27] is difficult due to resource limitations, deployment shifts, environmental variables, and 

similarities between normal and problematic nodes. This means the cause of noise or error must be located and 

eliminated (or remedied, if possible) before affecting data quality [28]. Developing an outlier detection 

technique will be more accurate if researchers exclude this class of IoT outliers. When a sensor node has too 

many errors to rectify, researchers must tread carefully when determining which ones to eliminate [29].  

ii. Event: Unanticipated deployment changes might also cause outliers [30]. Chemical leaks, wildfires, floods, 

volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, and extreme weather are all likely [31]. In the larger scheme of things, rare 

events influence the historical pattern of sensory input. The loss of high-importance hidden data about the 

upcoming event owing to event outliers.  

 

 
Fig. 2: Sources of outlier in IoT 

 

iii. Malicious Attack: Malware affects message meaning malicious attacks create outliers by capturing control of 

sensor nodes and inserting bogus data to bring them down. Outliers can be passive or active. Passive attacks 

acquire information without actively affecting network traffic. Examples include spoofed, reply, sinkhole, and 

selective forward attacks. Active attacks, such as man-in-the-middle or DOS, steal information by interfering 

with system operation [32]. 

 

2.4 Outlier Aspects 

Data collected by IoT [33] s can be viewed in a variety of ways, including as static data, stream data, and real-

time data. 

 

In almost all outlier identification systems, this is an essential component to have. When applied to real-time 

sensor data, the same approaches produce significantly different outcomes. Sensors in various appliances collect real- 

time data, making outlier detection difficult. Real-time connectivity to the sensor node is required for some IoT 

appliances [34], such as medical or security monitoring. Traditional IoT [35]s assess pressure, humidity, etc. [36]. IoTs 

are built to receive multivariate data, which is collected by individual sensor nodes. Outliers are statistical data points 

with unusual properties relative to similar datasets. A univariate outlier is a single data point that stands out due to an 

irregularity in one statistical metric [37]. Compare your age and height. Univariate outlier analyses disregard correlations 

between components, but multivariate ones do. Continuous and categorical variables are univariate. Means, medians, 

modes, variances, standard deviations, ranges, percentages, box plots, dot plots, line charts, and uniforms are univariate 

continuous variables. Figures, frequencies, odds, bar charts, and graphs are categorical univariate variables. Outliers 

across multiple variables have similar characteristics. A trademarked outlier has few characteristics with unusual norms 

relative to the rest of the sample [38]. Multivariate analysis includes multiple regression, logistic regression, ANOVA, 

life table, and factor analysis. IoTs can discover univariate outliers by comparing a single feature to the others. 
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Multivariate outlier detection is difficult and time-consuming since it requires collective properties. Linking numerous 

data parameters improves outlier detection accuracy. 

 

2.5. Attribute Correlation 

IoTs acquire vital information from the current world, where entities may have unclear or ambiguous links 

based on their attributes [39]. Attribute correlation measures their dependability. Due to time-varying sensor data, IoTs 

rely on attribute correlation. It enhances outlier detection over approaches that ignore such linkages. Real-time 

environmental monitoring uses sensor data to link place and time. Outlier detection methods use temporal and spatial 

correlations to evaluate if an observation is an actual event [40] or noise. Second, sensor evaluations of estimated nodes 

in the past and nearby. The findings of past study are essential to understanding a temporal relationship, which is defined 

by a measurement at a specific instant in time. A sensor node that is moving through a vast spatial range and collecting 

data at a specific time instant assesses the node-to-node spatial correlation. When sensor observations are combined with 

information about time, it is easy to tell the difference between error and an outlier. 

 

2.5 Architectural Framework of Outlier Detection Techniques 

Depending on the use case, the Internet of Things [8, 41] can consist of anywhere from dozens to hundreds of 

sensors. IoT outlier identification involves centralized, distributed [42], or local architectures. Data was sent from a 

sensor node to a base station or cluster head, which was then used to perform an outlier exposure. In a distributed design, 

the sensor node coordinates with nearby nodes to construct a global reference model. It alerts the cluster leader or 

neighbouring nodes if it finds questionable behavior. Each sensor node in a local structure identifies anomalies 

separately, without sharing data. Sensor nodes waste more power on communication than computation, according to 

studies. A centralized system uses more energy because sensor data must be sent to a central point for analysis. 

Decentralized outlier detection saves power. Local data is compiled and supplied to the CH to construct a global 

reference model. This cuts expenses and boosts efficiency. 

 

3. Performance Strategies for Outlier Detection 

For IoTs, the fundamental criterion for evaluating outlier detection strategies is whether the method reliably 

recovers actionable observations with minimum resource usage [43]. Most outlier identification strategies use cross 

validation to approximate prediction errors. Its major measurements (RMSE) are mean prediction error (MPE) and root 

mean square error (RMSE). The concept of an outlier is context-specific, not number-specific. Similarly, numerous 

quantitative measurements can be generated by experimenting with different input settings and datasets to test outlier 

identification performance. Various researchers employ the aforementioned method in their own domains. Existing 

strategies may outperform similar procedures due to changing factors and experimental setups. 

 

The following metrics are introduced as a series of unique conditions for refining outlier and event identification 

algorithms: 

i. Detection Rate: Outlier detection accuracy is measured by the detection rate (DR). The average detection rate is 

really close to 1. It's possible for an algorithm to be good at seeing both events and outliers, and given the 

correct conditions, the detection rate can reflect these two rates in a way that's distinct from one another. 

Obviously, IoT used in potentially harmful settings need to be maintained during everyday operations. 

Therefore, it is preferable for the method to keep high rates of event and outlier detection. The inability to 

distinguish between different sources of outliers, as seen by high outlier and subsequent poor event 

identification rates, suggests the approach is not robust. 

ii. False Positive Rate: A false positive rate (FPR) is the fraction of normal data identified as an outlier. The FPR 

should be the opposite of the DR and be close to zero. Outlier and event detection must have a high detection 

rate without incorrectly identifying typical data as an outlier or event. False positives are divided into "event 

false positive" and "outlier false positive" types. 

iii. Receiver Operating Specifications: Receiver operating characteristics will reveal the relationship between 

detection efficiency and false-positive occurrences (ROC). The ROC curve's coverage area should ideally be 

close to 1. Plots of ROC curves illustrate how the detection accuracy varies in relation to the false positive rate. 

iv. Metric for Event Attribution: When analysing data from a single class for event-related issues, it is necessary 

to take into account both the detection rate and the false-positive rate. When dealing with multi-class data, 

precise measurements are needed to identify the most relevant inter-class miss classifications for event 

detection. Identifying an anomaly or incident in real-time IoT depends on its nature and relevant criteria. In 

multi-class data, set DR to 100% and FPR as low as possible for exact event detection.  

v. Computational Complexity: IoT sensors gather data 24/7. This data set is so large that identifying outliers is 

difficult. Outlier identification methods are measured by their duration and spatial complexity. Due to limited 

memory on sensor nodes, it was possible to figure out how much space was needed to record outlier exposure 

options. 
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vi. User Specific Parameter: Dynamic changes in the environment where sensor nodes are deployed make it 

challenging to specify user-specific parameters in IoT circumstances. It also affects how well and efficiently 

outlier detection systems work. There is a positive/negative association between the detection rate of outlier 

detection algorithms and the number of user-specific parameters in the algorithm. Several studies support this 

notion. 

 

4. Limitations with IoT Outlier Detection 

The complexity of outlier identification design is augmented by sensor data and the sensor network 

environment. Many outlier detection algorithms are proposed for earlier systems, but IoT resource limits make them 

inappropriate. Existing methods minimize energy use while maximizing detection and lowering false positives. 

Developing outlier identification algorithms for IoT has its challenges. 

i. Communication Cost: The cost of transmitting data from a sensor node is several times higher than the cost of 

calculating the same quantity of data. Historically, most outlier identification systems send all sensor data to a 

central location for preprocessing. Some have a good detection rate, but transmission costs rise. Distributed 

outlier detection is well-suited to sensor nodes with restricted resources due to minimal communication. Long 

delays in propagation, signal attenuation, long pathways, rapidly changing time-varying channels, noise, and 

diffusion limit communication. High transmission costs hinder outlier detection approaches in IoT. Reduce IoT 

communication costs to boost the system's lifespan and reduce network traffic. 

ii. Dynamic Network Topology: It is common for sensor networks to fail due to the fact that they are deployed in 

unknowable surroundings for a finite amount of time. In order to carry out their duties, certain sensor nodes may 

move, and each of these nodes may have a unique set of processing and sensing capabilities. Communication 

breakdowns and node movement change the network's topology[44]. Pre-deployed networks may gain or lose 

cutting-edge nodes based on appliance needs. Individual node failures can also modify the network's topology. 

These shifts affect the outlier detection standard reference model. IoT uses several sensor nodes (infrared and 

thermal) to complete jobs (such as measuring temperature, pressure, etc.). Variation increases outlier 

identification algorithm complexity. 

iii. Resource Constraints: Sensor nodes are low-resource microelectronic devices. low power, weak broadcasting 

capability, minimal storage, and limited processing [45]. Most IoT outlier detection approaches require a lot of 

data storage, analytical memory, computational complexity, and radio transmission capacity. When constructing 

sensor networks, low-quality sensors are sometimes utilized for cost-savings. Outlier detection techniques for 

IoT must manage memory for storage and processing in a way that uses as little energy as possible.  

iv. Distributed Streaming Data: Alterations to data streams are another difficulty posed by the IoT. The 

implementation of the gold-standard benchmark outlier method in a decentralized paradigm requires the use of 

streaming data.. However, it is possible that this information is not a priori. Disseminated data is only available 

for a short time, which is improper moving forward because dynamic streaming may render distribution 

obsolete. Most outlier identification approaches presume offline data meets requirements for processing 

dispersed stream data [46]; this may not be true for online streaming sensor data [47]. Therefore, researchers 

need to figure out how to analyze data from remote internet streams and implement outlier identification in IoT. 

v. High Dimensional Data: In a IoT, each data point may have several attributes. Network expansion can add 

dimension to integrated data. These dimensions lower the computational load of outlier identification 

approaches but raise sensor node resource needs. Growing data dimensionality hurts outlier identification 

efficiency. 

 

5. Important Research Objectives in IoT outlier 

a. Both clustering and classification identify outliers using Euclidean or Mahala Nobis distance. High-dimensional 

and mixed-type structures do poorly with either metric. In this case, it is also a good idea to make a ranked list 

of outliers and a list of major deviations.  

b. Choosing a distance for distance-based outlier detection techniques for real-time devices is tricky. In distance-

based systems, it's hard to determine the optimal number of neighbors. A modified Mahala Nobis distance 

metric could help find close neighbors. 

c. Due to the large amount of data, outlier detection in streaming data is tough. IoT lack memory for storing sensor 

data streams. To solve these issues, a new low-memory online approach is needed. 

d. Anomalies in categorical sensor data can be easily discovered using ranking-based algorithms; employing 

cluster confident determinations increases anomaly identification results. 

e. In spite of the fact that subspace-based outlier identification approaches promise excellent performance and 

generalizability, there are still a great number of challenges involved in selecting the most appropriate subspaces 

and classifiers. The use of soft computing, game theories, and adaptive learning methods are some of the 

potential solutions to these problems. 

f. While clustering systems are good at finding outliers, they need to be improved so they can offer appropriate 

grading schemes like degree of divergence and originality score. 
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g. Using Rough-sets to Find Outliers Outlier scores are improved via rough-sets-based grouping. Even so, we can 

improve our rough-set settings. 

h. Network anomalies are the focus of graph-based outlier identification algorithms. New subgraphs and random 

walks need more focus. Graph invariants in IoT drive temporal outlier detection. Using attributes to create 

networks helps understand their dynamic actions. 

i. It is challenging to train with high-dimensional datasets when using learning approaches that are based on AI 

since these techniques require the learning rate, mini-batch size, momentum, and weight regularization cost to 

be initialized properly for optimal convergence. 

j. The computational and memory limitations of classification, AI, and clustering-based approaches are often 

neglected. Using streaming data to find outliers and events in real time without having to solve optimization 

problems at each time point needs more paper. 

k. Persistence Theory The theory and concept of consistency are key to building a network that can detect 

anomalies. Researchers require fresh approaches if they seek a workable solution. 

l. If an unidentified attack is spotted via outlier detection, the profile database must be rearranged. Dynamic 

profile changes impair system performance and compete with other tasks. 

m. Standard datasets: There are only a small number of standard datasets that contain sufficient details about 

assaults, incidents, and noise. There is still a problem with the fact that there aren't enough public datasets that 

are all the same and can be used to figure out how equivalent networks are set up. 

n. Due to the fact that the data are noisy, extra vigilance is required while generating a dataset profile. This is 

because routine changes could lead to problems if they are incorrectly recognized as outliers. The vast majority 

of public and private databases contain errors and are vulnerable to modification. There are many different 

techniques to process data, some of which include filters, wrappers, and autoencoders. Each of these processes 

helps get rid of unnecessary or distracting aspects of the data that has been acquired.  

o. Outlier detectors now require manually configured thresholds to identify promising outliers. When this statistic 

exceeds a predetermined threshold, an alert will sound after a predetermined time. Better methodologies are 

needed to establish the optimal system alert threshold. The correct threshold setting may increase the number of 

outliers. If everyday noise is mistaken for unusual things, the system needs to be returned to cut down on false 

positives.  

p. A large number of false positives will result from using a low threshold value, which wastes time and money. 

Furthermore, it diverts attention, slows down progress, and may have catastrophic effects on individuals who 

need to react. So, we need to choose a threshold that controls the true alarms well within a certain amount of 

time. 

q. In the context of high-dimensional sensor data, the unsupervised feature selection method that is based on 

correlation measurements is an approach that works exceptionally well for identifying outliers. Changes to the 

feature weight, ensemble filter, and wrapper approaches are three areas where researchers might concentrate 

their efforts in order to create an effective method for locating outliers. 

r. Resilience: Outliers and anomalies are always changing, either as a result of established detection methods 

being sidestepped or as a result of fresh data instances becoming familiar enough to established detection 

techniques to trick them. Therefore, the approaches that have been proposed for discovering outliers in the not 

too distant future will need to be updated frequently in order to stay up with these beneficial improvements.  

s. Unlabelled data outlier detection is ambiguous due to the link to common cluster data. Rough set clustering 

approaches that use soft computation can handle improbable or unlabelled data. 

t. Parametric methods based on statistics have trouble choosing the best model for data distribution; distance- 

based methods were developed as a solution. However, if there are more local densities, these methods will not 

produce optimal outcomes. Here, scientists might zero in on modified forms of LoF with a specific focus. 

u. Problems with event detection arise because it is not obvious how to take advantage of existing outlier detection 

methods to spot irregularities in an event feed. In light of the fact that events have symbolic rather than 

numerical significance, If you, I, or anybody else thinks that measuring the number of events that happen in 

successive fixed-length time intervals is an easy way to discover outliers in event streams, then use that metric 

to inform your selection of an appropriate outlier model for event detection. 

v. The model's reliance on the outlier score makes it difficult to detect even subtle shifts in system performance. 

And because it's impractical to look for anomalies unless the event rate is high, waiting for enormous score 

counts makes it difficult to spot them. In some systems, the frequency of events is so high that we can see both 

high numbers and brief intervals. It makes sense to use counts as estimates in modelling since they can be easily 

processed with a wide variety of ML techniques. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
Outlier detection is significant in many academic domains. This research focuses on IoT outlier detection. Most 

IoT studies focus on increasing bandwidth, reducing computing complexity, and reducing energy use. This paper 

evaluates IoT outlier identification systems by their methodological frameworks. In addition, we evaluated various AI- 
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based data-driven methodologies by contrasting them on the basis of sensor information, architectural, method, data 

correlation, detection accuracy, false-positive rate, and accuracy. Outliers can vary in kind, dimension, and size, so 

researchers must consider the testing dataset when picking outlier identification approach. We've covered the most 

important IoT outlier identification needs. We also identified unsolved research questions for the future. 
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